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Abstract—Despite two decades of intensive research, it remains a challenge to design a practical anonymous two-factor

authentication scheme, for the designers are confronted with an impressive list of security requirements (e.g., resistance to smart

card loss attack) and desirable attributes (e.g., local password update). Numerous solutions have been proposed, yet most of them are

shortly found either unable to satisfy some critical security requirements or short of a few important features. To overcome this

unsatisfactory situation, researchers often work around it in hopes of a new proposal (but no one has succeeded so far), while paying

little attention to the fundamental question: whether or not there are inherent limitations that prevent us from designing an “ideal”

scheme that satisfies all the desirable goals? In this work, we aim to provide a definite answer to this question. We first revisit two

foremost proposals, i.e. Tsai et al.’s scheme and Li’s scheme, revealing some subtleties and challenges in designing such schemes.

Then, we systematically explore the inherent conflicts and unavoidable trade-offs among the design criteria. Our results indicate that,

under the current widely accepted adversarial model, certain goals are beyond attainment. This also suggests a negative answer to the

open problem left by Huang et al. in 2014. To the best of knowledge, the present study makes the first step towards understanding the

underlying evaluation metric for anonymous two-factor authentication, which we believe will facilitate better design of anonymous

two-factor protocols that offer acceptable trade-offs among usability, security and privacy.

Index Terms—Two-factor authentication, user anonymity, offline dictionary attack, de-synchronization attack, smart card loss attack

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

PASSWORD authentication with smart card is one of the
most convenient and effective two-factor authentication

mechanisms in distributed systems, and it assures one com-
municating party of the authenticity of the corresponding
party by acquisition of corroborative evidence. Although
this technique has been widely deployed for various kinds
of daily applications, such as e-banking, e-government and
e-health, there are severe challenges regarding security [1],
privacy [2] and usability [3] due to the open and complex
nature of distributed systems, as well as the resource-con-
strained characteristics of mobile devices.

In 1999, Yang and Shieh [4] introduced the first smart-
card-based password authentication scheme without a sen-
sitive verification table stored on the server, which is a key
advantage of two-factor schemes over common password-
only schemes, for the latter (e.g., [5], [6]) have to maintain a
sensitive password (or salted password) table on the server.
Once this table is leaked, the entire system collapses. The
feature of no password-related table on the server is highly
appealing when considering the unending catastrophic

leakages of millions of user accounts in prominent service
providers [7], [8] and the prevalence of zero-day attacks like
the recent “Heartbleed” [9].

Since the seminal work of Yang and Shieh, there have
been a great number of two-factor schemes suggested, and
some notable ones include [10], [11], [12], [13]. In most of the
previous two-factor schemes, user’s identity is transmitted
in plain-text over public networks during the login process,
which may leak the identity of the logging user once the
login transcripts are eavesdropped, resulting in violation of
user privacy and raising legal issues in some scenarios, e.g.,
electronic auditing or secret online-order placement. In
many cases, an attackermay exploit the static user identity to
link different login sessions together to trace user activities.
For example, in e-commerce applications, once user activi-
ties are traced, the sensitive information such as shopping
patterns, individual preferences, even age and gender, etc.,
can be learned and abused for marketing purposes, typically
facilitating annoying advertizement flooding. What’s more,
the disclosure of user identity and activities may also facili-
tate an unauthorized entity to trace the user’s login history
and even current location [14]. To address such static-user-
ID-related issues, a feasible approach is to adopt the
“dynamic ID technique” [15]: the user’s real identity is con-
cealed in session-variant pseudo-identities. And two-factor
schemes employing this technique are known as “dynamic
ID-based” or “anonymous” ones.

In 2004, Das et al. [15] introduced the first anonymous
two-factor authentication scheme to preserve user privacy.
Das’s work has been followed by a number of proposals
[16], [17], [18] with various levels of security and diversity
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of attributes. A common feature of these schemes is that
their security is based on the tamper-resistance assumption
about smart cards, i.e., they simply assume that the security
parameters stored in the smart card cannot be extracted.
However, recent research results have demonstrated that
common commercial smart cards shall no longer be consid-
ered to be fully tamper-proof: the secret information stored
in the smart cards memory could be revealed by power
analysis [19], reverse engineering techniques [20] or fault
injection attacks [21]. As a consequence, such schemes based
on the tamper-resistance assumption about the smart cards
are susceptible to some types of attacks such as user imper-
sonation attack and offline dictionary attack, once an adver-
sary has breached the smart card. Therefore, it is more
prudent and desirable to assume that once a smart-card is
in the possession of an adversary, all the sensitive data
stored in it are no longer secret. With this in mind, a number
of anonymous schemes [11], [22], [23], [24] based on non-
tamper-resistance assumption about the smart cards are put
forward, and each is claimed to meet a self-imposed list of
ambitious design goals.

1.1 Motivations

More often than not, the proponents assert the superiori-
ties of their scheme, while (perhaps subconsciously)
ignoring the features that their scheme fails to support,
thus overlooking dimensions on which it fares poorly.
This has contributed to a long-standing lack of progress
on how best to evaluate proposals intended for practical
applications. To address this imminent issue, in 2012,
Madhusudhan and Mittal [25] developed a new set of
design goals (including nine security requirements and
ten desirable attributes) for fairly evaluating this type of
schemes. Their set is a refinement of some previously pro-
posed criteria sets (e.g., [10], [22], [26], [27]) and as far as
we know, it is so far the most explicit, comprehensive
and systematic criteria set for evaluating anonymous two-
factor authentication schemes. In Madhusudhan-Mittal’s
work [25], it is concluded that all existing anonymous
two-factor schemes are far from ideal and each has its
own pros and cons, and it still remains an open problem
as to how to design an ideal scheme that can satisfy all the
criteria in their evaluation set.

To address this problem, a number of new solutions (e.g.,
[18], [23], [28]) have been suggested, followed by several
cryptanalysis reports (e.g., [29], [30], [31]). This pattern of
progress, once again, falls into the unsatisfactory “attack-
fix-attack-fix” cycle (see [32, Fig. 1]). In this vicious cycle,
protocol designers work around the above problem by pre-
senting “improved” schemes but with not much confidence,
while cryptanalysts respond to the above problem with con-
crete rebuttals to new proposals, yet no one pays attention
to the underlying question: Whether a particular scheme is
flawed due to improper design or whether there are some
inherent limitations of this type of schemes that prevent us
from designing “an ideal scheme”? Or equally, whether is it
possible to construct an ideal scheme which satisfies all the
design goals listed in [25]?

As far as we know, Huang et al.’s work [30] may be the
closest to what we will discuss in the current paper, how-
ever, it mainly deals with security threats and challenges in

two-factor authentication and leaves over another interest-
ing open problem as to “whether or not there exist secure
smart-card-based password authentication protocols and
the password-changing phase does not need any interaction
with the server”?

Without these two fundamental questions addressed, we
can only be kept stuck in the rut: lots of attempts are contin-
ually being contributed (and subsequently being defeated),
yet little progress will be made.

1.2 Contributions

This study aims to provide definite answers to the above
two questions. We first revisit the security and attribute pro-
visions of two recent proposals, namely Tsai et al.’s scheme
[29] and Li’s scheme [33], and reveal some challenges and
subtleties in designing anonymous two-factor schemes.
These two schemes are among the foremost ones and
claimed to be secure against various known attacks and to
provide many admired features, yet as we will show, once
again, they both fail to accommodate some important
requirements. Remarkably, we figure out the fundamental
flaw in their formal security proofs and highlight two prac-
tical threats, i.e. smart card loss attack and de-synchroniza-
tion attack, the latter of which can be specially targeted at
anonymous two-factor schemes.

Using these two representative schemes as case stud-
ies, we further investigate into the relationships among
the criteria in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s evaluation set [25],
showing some inherent conflicts and unavoidable trade-
offs in designing anonymous two-factor authentication
schemes. Our results highly indicate that, under the cur-
rent widely accepted adversarial model, certain goals are
beyond attainment and therefore “an ideal scheme” is
intrinsically out of reach. In particular, the revealed secu-
rity-usability conflict also suggests a negative answer to
the open problem left in [30]. To the best of knowledge,
this study makes the first step toward exploring the inner
relationships of evaluation criteria for anonymous two-
factor authentication, which we believe will provide a
much better understanding of how to design two-factor
protocols that offer acceptable trade-offs among usability,
security and privacy.

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE, ADVERSARIAL MODEL

AND EVALUATION CRITERIA

In this section, we elaborate on the system architecture,
adversarial model and evaluation criteria. It is worth noting
that, these three elements are key factors in determining
whether a scheme has been evaluated systematically and
fairly. There have been hundreds of papers dealing with
smart-card-based password authentication quite recently
(e.g., [11], [13], [16], [17], [34]), yet as far as we know, only a
few ones [10], [13], [35] explicitly define these three ele-
ments (especially the later two elements) in their work,
which may well explain why despite two decades of inten-
sive research, there is still little consensus reached. Conse-
quently, before stepping into the details of protocol
specifications, we describe the system architecture, define
the currently widely accepted adversarial model and intro-
duce Madhusudhan-Mittal’s criteria set [25].
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2.1 System Architecture

In this work, as with [30], [32], we mainly focus on the most
general case of smart-card-based password authentication
(see Fig. 1), in which the participants involve a set of users
and a single remote server. Typically, this kind of schemes
consists of three basic phases, i.e. registration, authentication
and password change, aswell as some supplementary phases
like eviction and revocation [24]. In the registration phase, a
user submits some personal information to the server, and
the server issues a smart card to the user. The smart cardmay
contain some public and sensitive security parameters, which
will be used later for the authentication. This phase is carried
out only once unless the user re-registers. Upon accomplish-
ment of the registration phase, the user is able to access the
server in the authentication phase. This phase can be per-
formed as many times as needed. What a truly two-factor
scheme can ensure is that, only the user who possesses both a
valid smart card and the corresponding password can be suc-
cessfully verified by the server. In the password change
phase, the user can change her password and update the
information in the card either locally or by interacting with
the server. To evict a malicious user and revoke a lost card,
admired schemesmay also provide additional phases such as
eviction phase and revocation phase, respectively.

2.2 Adversarial Model

In the conventional password authenticated key exchange
(PAKE) protocols (e.g., [5], [6]), the attacker A is generally
assumed to be able to eavesdrop, block, alter or insert mes-
sages exchanged between the communicating parties, i.e.,
in full control of the communication channel. Besides, previ-
ous session key(s) may also be learnt by A due to a variety
of reasons like improper erasure [36]. To capture the notion
of forward secrecy, A may also be allowed to corrupt legiti-
mate parties to learn long-term secrets.

Though these assumptions are reasonable for password-
only authentication scenarios, it is inadequate for capturing
practical threats in smart-card-based password authentica-
tion environments. As mentioned earlier, the secret data
stored in the smart card, which was once believed to be free
from breach, could be extracted by state-of-the-art side-
channel attacks [19], [20], [21]. In addition, malicious card
readers also contribute to the security failures of such
schemes: a user’s input password may be easily intercepted
(key-logged) by a malicious card reader. It shall be noted
that, as observed in [13] and further investigated in [32], A
is unlikely to extract the secret information stored in the
card while intercepting a victim’s input password through
malicious card readers, for the victim is on the scene and
thus there is little chance for A to perform abnormal opera-
tions such as side-channel attacks. Note that, for the case

where the smart card is sufficiently tamper-resistant such
that the cost of attack is prohibitively high for an attacker, it
is trivial to design an “ideal” scheme that satisfies all the
goals listed in [25], and thus we omit it in this work.

Last but not least, it is practical to assume that a deter-
mined attacker can somehow know the victim’s identity
when having obtained the victim’s card. First, user’s iden-
tity is static and generally confined to a predefined struc-
ture, and thus it is of little cryptographic strength [37] and
can be easily guessed. Second, it probably can be harvested
from popular forums and other open resources. Third, users
used to the idea of keeping passwords a secret would not
normally be expecting to keep their identities a secret as
well [38], e.g., writing their identities directly on the card.
After all, A can learn more or less about the personal infor-
mation of the card holder once she has gained access to the
card. In a word, it is more reasonable to do not consider user
identity as a surrogate extra password.

Here arises a subtlety to be explicated. This assumption
about user identity is to emphasize that the security of a
two-factor scheme shall not rely on the secrecy of user iden-
tities, and it is completely different from the assumption
that A can determine a user’s identity merely from the pro-
tocol transcripts. In other words, when dealing with the
security of a scheme, it is more practical to regard user iden-
tity as a known value; however, when dealing with the pri-
vacy provisions of a scheme, the target user’s identity is just
what A endeavors to determine from the publicly available
protocol transcripts.

The capabilities of the adversary A are summarized in
Table 1. The adversarial model presented here is based on
the models introduced in [30], [32], [35]. The only (and key)
difference is that in our model, we for the first time explic-
itly define the adversary A’s capabilities related to user
identity from both the security perspective and the privacy
perspective. This separation enables us to specifically deal
with anonymous two-factor schemes.1 Otherwise, some

Fig. 1. Smart-card-based password authentication.

TABLE 1
Capabilities of the Adversary

C-01

The adversary A can enumerate offline all the items in
the Cartesian product Did � Dpw within polynomial
time, where Dpw and Did denote the password space
and the identity space, respectively.

C-02

The adversary A has the capability of somehow learn-
ing the victim’s identity when evaluating security
strength (but not privacy provisions) of the protocol.

C-1 The adversary A is in full control of the communica-
tion channel between the protocol participants.

C-2

The adversaryAmay either (i) learn the password of a
legitimate user via malicious card reader, or
(ii) extract the sensitive parameters in the card mem-
ory by side-channel attacks, but cannot achieve both.

C-3 The adversary A can learn the previous session key(s).

C-4

The adversary A is able to learn the server’s long-time
private key(s) only when evaluating the resistance to
eventual failure of the system (e.g., forward secrecy).

1. In common two-factor schemes, user identities are transmitted in
plain-text over the channel (i.e., without consideration of user privacy).
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effective attacks specifically aiming at anonymous two-fac-
tor schemes can never be captured, such as the smart card
loss attack presented in [38] and the offline password (and
identity) guessing attack given in [39].

2.3 Evaluation Criteria

In 2012, Madhusudhan and Mittal [25] pointed out that ear-
lier criteria sets, e.g. [26], [27], have ambiguities and redun-
dancies, and thus they developed a new criteria set of nine
security requirements (see Table 2) and ten desirable attrib-
utes (see Table 3) to evaluate the goodness of anonymous
schemes. This criteria set is a refinement of earlier criteria
sets, and interested readers are referred to [25] for the spe-
cific definition of each criterion. Here we only point out
some subtleties, and the inner relationships among the crite-
ria will be investigated in Section 5.

To be called “ideal”, a scheme should be able to satisfy all
the nine security requirements and achieve all the ten desir-
able attributes. After putting forward the criteria set, Mad-
husudhan and Mittal [25] analyzed six recently proposed
anonymous schemes and found none of existing ones can
satisfy all the above nineteen criteria. Accordingly, they con-
cluded that it remains an open problem to construct a
scheme that can be considered ideal.

Madhusudhan-Mittal’s criteria set is superior to other
proposed criteria mainly for the following two reasons: (1)
The security requirements of their criteria set are based on
the non-tamper-resistance assumption about the smart
cards, which is desirable when taking into consideration the
state-of-the-art side-channel attacks; (2) The separation of
security requirements and desirable attributes makes the
criteria set more concrete and facilitates protocol designers
to establish a systematic approach for analyzing this type of
schemes. Consequently, we prefer Madhusudhan-Mittal’s
criteria set as a representative benchmark to other criteria
sets (e.g. [10], [22], [26], [27]) in this study.

For a better comprehension, we address two subtleties
(which are not made clear in [25]) related to the defini-
tions of the above criteria. Firstly, security requirement
SR6 relates to an adversary who has obtained the victim
user’s smart card, while all the other security require-
ments (e.g., SR2 and SR4) are faced with an adversary
who is without the victim user’s smart card. Secondly, in
the context of remote user authentication, user anonymity
(i.e., DA8) generally involves two aspects, i.e. identity pro-
tection and user un-traceability [2], [11]. Both are defined
against the public (i.e., eavesdropping attackers) rather
than the server, because the server has to first identify the

legitimacy of the user and then obtain the user’s real iden-
tity for accounting and/or billing purposes. This means
that user anonymity is not a design goal when the server
is compromised.

3 CRYPTANALYSIS OF TSAI ET AL.’S SCHEME

In 2013, Tsai et al. [29] showed some severe security pitfalls
in Li et al.’s scheme [11] and proposed a new one. It is
claimed that their new scheme achieves user un-traceability
while being secure against general threats. In this work,
however, we will demonstrate that, under their own
assumptions, Tsai et al.’s scheme [29] actually cannot pro-
vide truly two-factor security, which is the most critical goal
that any two-factor scheme shall attain. Moreover, as the
result of overlooking an inherent usability-security trade-
off, this scheme is subject to smart card loss attack.

3.1 Review of Tsai et al.’s Scheme

In this section, we briefly describe the two-factor scheme
proposed by Tsai et al. [29] in 2013. Their scheme has two
versions: one with fingerprint information involved and the
other not. The biometric-involved version is essentially a
three-factor scheme, yet Tsai et al. never discussed the
issues and challenges incurred by introducing the third
authentication factor (i.e., the biometric). Based on Huang
et al.’s work [12], one can easily find that the three-factor
version of Tsai et al.’s scheme is likely to be prone to the
issues of biometric error-tolerance and non-trusted devices.
What’s more, the non-biometric-involved version consti-
tutes the basis of the biometric-involved version. Hence, we
mainly focus on the two-factor version. Their scheme con-
sists of five phases, namely, parameter generation, registra-
tion, pre-computation, login and password update. For ease
of presentation, we employ some intuitive abbreviations
and notations listed in Table 4.

3.1.1 Parameter Generation Phase

This scheme is based on Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC).
First of all, the server S chooses an elliptic curve Ep over a
finite filed Fp, a base point G with order n and its private
key x. Then, S computes PS ¼ x� P as its public key,

selects two hash functions hð�Þ : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1gk and

h1ð�Þ : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1gk0 , where jkj ¼ jxj and jk0j � jkj, e.g.,
jkj ¼ jxj ¼ 128 bits, jk0j ¼ 256 bits. In the end, S publishes
security parameters fp; Ep;G; PS; n; hð�Þ; h1ð�Þg.

TABLE 2
Security Requirements

SR1 Resistance to DoS attack
SR2 Resistance to impersonation attack
SR3 Resistance to parallel session attack
SR4 Resistance to password guessing attack
SR5 Resistance to replay attack
SR6 Resistance to smart card loss attack
SR7 Resistance to stolen-verifier attack
SR8 Resistance to reflection attack
SR9 Resistance to insider attack

TABLE 3
Desirable Attributes

DA1 No password-related verifier table
DA2 Freely user password choice
DA3 No password reveal
DA4 Password dependent
DA5 Mutual authentication
DA6 Session key agreement
DA7 Forward secrecy
DA8 User anonymity
DA9 Smart card revocation
DA10 Efficiency for wrong password login
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Remark 1. The original specification in [29] do not specify
the length of k0, which we think is a key factor in con-
ducting formal security reductions, especially in the ran-
dom oracle model (ROM). Hence, we assume that
jk0j � jkj according to the security reductions in [29].
Moreover, the parameter h1ð�Þ is not published in the
original specification. As the user needs h1ð�Þ to compute
her authenticator in the login phase, h1ð�Þ should have
also been published. Consequently, we deduce a typo
has occurred here.

3.1.2 Registration Phase

As mentioned earlier, we hereafter only focus on the version
with no biometric factor involved. Whenever Ui wants to
register in S, the following operations are performed:

1) Ui selects her identity IDi, password PWi and a
random number b 2R Z�

p.

2) Ui ) S : fIDi; hðPWikbÞg.
3) On receiving the registration message from user Ui,

the server S computes V ¼ hðIDikxÞ � hðPWikbÞ.
4) S ) Ui: A security parameter V .
5) Upon receiving V , Ui keys b and V into the smart

card.

3.1.3 Pre-Computation Phase

The smart card selects NC1 2R Z�
p, computes e ¼ NC1 � P

and c ¼ NC1 � PS , and then stores fe; c;NC1g into its mem-
ory. This phase is executed only after the session key has
been successfully established between Ui and S. In this way,
the card is released from wasting time to do these computa-
tions in the next login.

3.1.4 Login Phase

When Ui wants to access S, the following steps proceed:

1) Ui retrieves hðIDikxÞ by computing hðIDikxÞ ¼
V � hðPWikbÞ, selects a random number NC2, then
calculates C1 ¼ ðIDikðhðIDikxÞ �NC2ÞÞ � h1ðcÞ.

2) Ui ! S : fC1; eg.

3) S retrieves IDi and hðIDikxÞ �NC2 by computing
IDikðhðIDikxÞ �NC2Þ ¼ C1 � h1ðx� eÞ. Next, S gets
NC2 by computing NC2 ¼ hðIDikxÞ �NC2 � hðIDik
xÞ. Then, S selects NS 2R Z�

p, computes C2 ¼ NS � P ,

SK ¼ hðekC2kNS�eÞ and C3 ¼ hðhðIDikxÞkNC2kC2k
ekSKÞ.

4) S ! Ui : fC2; C3g.
5) On receiving the response from S, Ui computes

SK ¼ h ðekC2kNC1 � C2Þ ¼ hðekC2kNC1 �NS � P Þ
and C0

3 ¼ hðhðIDikxÞkNC2kC2kekSKÞ. Then, Ui

checks whether the received C3 equals C
0
3. If they are

not equal, Ui rejects. Otherwise, Ui computes
C4 ¼ hðhðIDikxÞkSKkNC2kC2keÞ.

6) Ui ! S : fC4g.
7) S first computes C0

4 ¼ hðhðIDikxÞkSKkNC2kC2keÞ
and then compares whether C0

4 equals the received
C4. If it does not hold, Ui is rejected. Otherwise, S
grants Ui’s request.

3.1.5 Password Change Phase

This phase is provided to allow users to change their pass-
words freely and locally. When Ui wants to change her
password, she inserts her smart card into a terminal, keys
her old password PWi and the new one PWnew

i . Then, the
card computes V new ¼ V � hðPWikbÞ � hðPWnew

i kbÞ ¼
hðIDikxÞ � hðPWnew

i kbÞ and replaces V with V new.

3.2 Cryptanalysis of Tsai et al.’s Scheme

Tsai et al. present five kinds of adversarial models and
provide formal security proofs for their scheme under
each model. It is not difficult to see that, their five adver-
sarial models have been included into our model (see Sec-
tion 2.2). Although their scheme exhibits many attractive
properties over existing schemes, such as user un-trace-
ability, high efficiency and formal security proofs, it is
still far from an “ideal” anonymous two-factor protocol to
be applicable for practical applications. In this section we
will show that, it actually fails to resist smart card loss
attack (i.e., SR6) under their own assumptions and is
prone to smart card revocation problem (i.e., DA9). Now
a paradoxical question arises: How can a protocol that was
formally proven secure later be found insecure? We fur-
ther explicate this paradox by showing that its security
proofs are fallacious.

3.2.1 Smart Card Loss Attack I

What a two-factor protocol with resistance to smart card
loss attack (i.e., SR6) can guarantee is that when user’ smart
card is lost (or stolen), there is no way for an adversary A to
easily change the user’s password, guess the password of
the user using password guessing attacks, or impersonate
the user to freely enjoy the services. What concerns us is the
realistic possibilities that users lose their smart cards. Recent
studies [40] on the usability of real-life two-factor systems
have confirmed that, users do tend to leave their smart card
unattended: 54 percent users have forgotten their smart
cards in the card reader at least once during the study (i.e.,
a period of merely six weeks). Therefore, SR6 is a basic goal
that any practical scheme shall attain. Unfortunately, the
past research (e.g., [30], [32]) has proved that achieving this

TABLE 4
Notations and Abbreviations

Symbol Description

Ui ith user
S remote server
IDi identity of user Ui

CIDi dynamic identity of user Ui

PWi password of user Ui

x the secret key of remote server S
p a large prime number
O the point at infinity
P base point of the elliptic curve Ep where n � P ¼ O
hð�Þ; h1ð�Þ common collision free one-way hash functions
� the bitwise XOR operation
k the string concatenation operation
! a common communication channel
) a secure communication channel
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goal is notoriously difficult. In the following, we show that,
once more, Tsai et al.’s attempt ends in vain—A can obtain
the user’s password by an offline password guessing attack
once the user’s smart card is in the possession of A.

Suppose an adversary A has somehow obtained (stolen
or picked up) user Ui’s smart card for a relative long period
of time (e.g., a few hours), and extracted the secret informa-
tion fe; c; NC1; V; bg by using side-channel attacks [19], [20],
[21] herself (or with recourse to professional labs). Then, A
returns the breached card back to Ui without Ui’s aware-
ness. Once user Ui uses the breached smart card to login,
the attacker can intercept Ui’s login request fC1; e; C2; C3g
and then obtains PWi as follows:

Step 1. Guesses the value of PWi to be PW �
i from the dictio-

nary space Dpw.
Step 2. Computes hðIDikxÞ� ¼ V � hðPW �

i kbÞ, where V; b is
extracted from Ui’s smart card.

Step 3. Retrieves hðIDi k xÞ � NC2 by computing IDik
ðhðIDikxÞ �NC2Þ ¼ C1 � hðcÞ, where c is extracted
from Ui’s smart card and C1 is eavesdropped.

Step 4. Computes N�
C2 ¼ ðhðIDi k xÞ �NC2Þ � hðIDikxÞ�,

SK ¼ hðe k C2kNC1 � C2Þ and C�
3 ¼ hðhðIDi kxÞ�k

N�
C2k C2kekSKÞ.

Step 5. Verifies the correctness of PW �
i by checking if the

computed C�
3 is equal to the intercepted C3.

Step 6. Repeats Step 1 � 5 of this procedure until the correct
value of PWi is found.

In the above attack, we have made two assumptions: (1)
A can obtain and breach the victim’s card; and (2) A can
return the breached card without detection. The former
assumption has been common in the literature (e.g., [10],
[13], [41]) and it is also explicitly made in Tsai et al.’s work
[29], while the latter has only recently raised attention and
is indeed reasonable [30], [32].2 Let jDpwj denote the number
of passwords in Dpw. The time complexity of the above
attacking procedure is OðjDpwj � ðTP þ 4TH þ TXÞÞ, where
TP is the running time for ECC point multiplication, TH the
running time for Hash function, TX the running time for bit-
wise XOR operation. It is easy to see that, the time for A to
recover Ui’s password is a linear function of Dpw. And hence
our attack is quite effective.

To gain a better grasp of the effectiveness of this
attack, we further implement the related operations on
common PCs and obtain the operation timings (see

Table 5), by using the publicly-available, rational arith-
metic C/C++ library MIRACL [42]. In practice, due to
the inherent limitations of human cognition, user pass-
words are often memorable short strings and hence the
password space is very restricted, e.g., jDpwj 	 106 [43],
and it follows that A can complete the above attack in
seconds on a common PC.

Our attack shows that once the smart-card factor is
compromised, the corresponding password factor can be
offline guessed and hence the entire system collapses.
This indicates that Tsai et al.’s scheme is not a truly two-
factor scheme, while the original scheme (i.e., Li et al.’s
scheme [11]) does not suffers from this pitfall. The failure
of Tsai et al.’s scheme is mainly attributed to the pre-com-
putation phase, which facilitates A to obtain not only the
long-term parameters but also the session-specific values
(e.g., the parameter c). To eliminate this pitfall, an intui-
tive solution is to remove the pre-computation phase and
compute e and c in the login phase, however this is at the
cost of efficiency. We also note that, Li et al.’s scheme [11]
employs a similar pre-computation technique and is free
from the above attack, but it is at the price of de-synchro-
nization attack (a kind of denial of service attack, see Sec-
tion 4.2.2). Naturally, one may ask, whether there exists a
secure anonymous two-factor scheme that employs the
pre-computation technique? This question is very inter-
esting yet out of the scope of this work, and we prompt it
as an open problem.

3.2.2 Smart Card Loss Attack II

To support local user password update (i.e., DA2) like
that of the schemes in [10], [17], [23], [24], the password
change phase of Tsai et al.’s scheme is performed locally
and does not need to interact with the remote server,
which is in favor of user friendliness. However, this
phase introduces an inherently insecure factor: there is no
verification of the authenticity of the old password before
the update of new password. If an attacker manages to
gain temporary access to the smart card of legitimate user
Ui (note that this is a quite realistic assumption as dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.1), she can easily change the pass-
word of user Ui as follows:

Step 1. The attacker inserts Ui’s smart card into a card reader
and initiates a password change request.

Step 2. The attacker submits a random string R as Ui’s origi-
nal password and a new string PWnew

i as the target-
ing new password.

Step 3. The smart card computes V new ¼ V � hðR k bÞ �
hðPWnew

i kbÞ and replaces V with V new.
Once the value of V is updated, legitimate user Ui cannot

login successfully even after getting her smart card back

TABLE 5
Computation Evaluation of Related Operations on Common PCs

Experimental Platform

(common PCs)

ECC Point Multiplication

TP (ECC sect163r1 [44])

Modular Exponentiation

TEðjnj ¼ 512Þ
Symmetric decryption

TS(AES-128)

Hash operation

TH (SHA-1)

Other lightweight

operations(e.g.,XOR)

Intel T5870 2.00 GHz 1.226 ms 2.573 ms 2.049 ms 2.580 ms 0.011 ms

Intel E5500 2.80 GHz 0.617 ms 1.348 ms 0.572 ms 0.753 ms 0.009 ms

Intel i3-530 2.93 GHz 0.508 ms 1.169 ms 0.541 ms 0.693 ms 0.008 ms

2. In [30], Huang et al. cryptanalyze Juang et al.’s scheme and state
that “an adversary A can calculate the session key if A extracts the
information in the smart card before the log-in phase”. This indicates
they have implicitly made the assumption that A can return the
breached card without detection and the victim will use the breached
card to login.
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because V new � hðPWikbÞ 6¼ hðIDikxÞ, and thus Ui’s subse-
quent login request will be denied by the server S during all
the following login phases. This means denial of service
attack can be launched easily once the card is lost, and thus
this scheme fails to fulfill SR6.

Actually, this design flaw may also give rise to another
quite practical and troublesome problem: if a legitimate
user accidently keys an incorrect value for the current (old)
password in the password change process, the parameter V
will be updated to an unpredictable (random) value. From
now on, the smart card will become completely unusable
unless the user re-registers with the server.

It is worth noting that, although these two vulnerabilities
seem too basic to merit discussion, they are really practical
and cannot be well conquered just with minor revisions. To
eliminate them (i.e., achieving SR6) while preserving DA2,
a verification of the authenticity of the original password
before updating the value of V in the card memory is essen-
tial. And thus, besides V , some additional parameter(s)
should be stored in the smart card. Note that this may intro-
duce new vulnerabilities, such as offline guessing attack
and impersonation attack. This subtlety has also been
observed by Nam et al. [45], but unfortunately, they left it as
an open problem. Most subsequent works either just over-
look this issue [10], [16], [17], [22], [24] or choose not to pro-
vide local user password change [11], [33], [41], while the
few rest [23], [28], [34] that are ambitious to both support
local password change (i.e, DA2) and resist against the
above smart card loss attack II (i.e, SR6) are all found prone
to offline guessing attack [31], [39].

To gain more insights into this problem, here we give a
concrete example. Suppose a supplementary parameter
Ai ¼ hðIDi k hðPWiÞÞ is stored in the smart card. Whenever
Ui wants to update her password, first she must input her
identity ID�

i and password PW �
i , then the smart card veri-

fies whether hðID�
i k hðPW �

i ÞÞ is equal to the stored Ai. It is
not difficult to see that A could exhaustively enumerate all
the ðIDi; PWiÞ pairs and determine the correct one in an off-
line manner once the parameter Ai has been obtained,
which definitely leads to an offline guessing attack.

However, if the parameter Ai is computed as
Ai ¼ hð�hðIDiÞ � �hðPWiÞÞ, it is not difficult to check that

there exist
jDid j�jDpwj

28

 232 candidates of ðID; PW Þ pair to

thwart A when jDidj ¼ jDpwj ¼ 106 [43], where �hð�Þ is a spe-

cial one-way hash function f0; 1g� ! f0; 1; . . . ; 255g, jDidj
and jDpwj denote the size of the identity space and password

space, respectively. Even if IDi is also leaked to A, there still

exist
jDpwj
28


 212 candidates of PWi, each of which can only

be excluded by an online guessing attack, while online
guessing can be effectively thwarted [46]. In this way, A is
prevented from obtaining the exactly correct PWi and we
call Ai computed through this new approach “a fuzzy ver-
ifier”, which achieves the same effect with that of [35]. One
may wonder what if Ui happens to input a wrong
ðID�

i ; PW
�
i Þ pair such that hð�hðID�

i Þ � �hðPW �
i ÞÞ ¼ Ai, while

ðID�
i ; PW

�
i Þ 6¼ ðIDi; PWiÞ? The reality is that this possibility

is only 1
256, which will be reduced to 1

2562
if we further require

the user types her old/new passwords twice whenever
changing password and if �hð�Þ behaves like a random oracle.

An immediate “by-product” of this “fuzzy verifier” is that it
can be used to provide timely wrong password detection
when login (i.e., DA10).

Therefore, only radical changes in Tsai et al.’s scheme can
completely eliminate the above pitfalls, and we conjecture
that there is an unavoidable trade-off when fulfilling the cri-
teria DA2, DA10 and SR6, which will be further discussed
in Section 5.3. Employing “a fuzzy verifier” seems a good
choice to deal with this problem, yet its practical effective-
ness can only be testified by real-life password data sets.
Fortunately, a number of recent catastrophic leaks of thou-
sands of millions web accounts (e.g., Evernote [7] and Link-
edIn [8]) have provided wonderful materials for this use,
and it constitutes one of our future work.

3.2.3 Card Revocation Problem

In Tsai et al.’s scheme [29], to support the criterion DA10
(i.e., no password-related verification table stored on the
server), there is no user-related (or card-related) data kept
on the server at all. Of course, DA10 can be provided. But
going too far is absolutely undesirable. As no card-related
information stored in the server, there is no way for the
server to tell apart a valid card from an invalid card, which
means invalid (or expired) cards cannot be revoked.

What’s more, Tsai et al.’s scheme is not easily repair-
able when the user re-registers with the server after the
user finds that her smart card has been lost and/or the
critical parameter hðIDikxÞ ¼ V � hðPWikbÞ is somehow
obtained by an adversary. As described in Section 3.2.1,
there are non-negligible possibilities that hðIDikxÞ may be
leaked to A once the user’s card is lost. In this case,
impersonation attacks cannot be prevented even if Ui

finds that her card has been out of control and then re-
registers with S. As the value of hðIDikxÞ is computed
only with the contribution of Ui’s identifier IDi and S’s
permanent secret key x, S cannot update hðIDikxÞ for Ui

unless IDi or x can be modified to a new one. However,
since x is generally related to all registered users rather
than specifically used for Ui only, it is inefficient and vir-
tually unrealistic if x is changed to restore the security of
Ui only. On the other hand, it is impractical to change
IDi, which is unalterable in most scenarios and may be
bound to Ui in many application systems.

3.2.4 Flaws in Tsai et al.’s Formal Security Proof

Generally speaking, a two-factor protocol achieving seman-
tic security or the so-called “AKE security” [5], [35] under
the non-tamper resistance assumption about the smart card
(i.e., C-2i in Table 1 or the smart-card-lose case in [29]) can
provide a basic level of security, such as resistance to imper-
sonation attack and offline password guessing attack, even
if the card has been lost and breached. Tsai et al.’s protocol
is armed with a claimed proof of semantic security, yet as
shown earlier, it cannot withstand offline password guess-
ing attack once the smart-card factor is compromised.

Now a paradox arises: How can a protocol that was proved
secure later turn out to be insecure? To address this interesting
question, we scrutinize the reductionist security arguments
of Tsai et al.’s protocol and manage to uncover the funda-
mental flaw in their reasoning of the proof.
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The security model adopted by Tsai et al. [29] is based on
the work of Xu et al. [41], while the latter is essentially a var-
iant of the random oracle model introduced by Bellare et al.
[5]. The general rationale that lies behind a proof of seman-
tic security in ROM is: (1) Modelling any hash function as
an oracle which outputs a random value for each new query
and the same value for every identical query; (2) Supposing
A can break the semantic security of the target protocol
P; (3) Exploiting A to build algorithms for each of the
underlying cryptographic primitives (e.g., integer factoring
assumption, computational Diffie-Hellman assumption and
decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption) in such a way that if
A manages to break protocol P, then at least one of these
algorithms succeeds in solving an underlying primitive.
Since these primitives are widely deemed intractable, no
probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm can succeed
in breaking any one of them and hence protocol P remains
secure (i.e., semantic security is preserved).

The tactic adopted by Tsai et al. to prove semantic secu-
rity of the session key is similar to that of [35], [41]. They
construct a series of attacking games Gn (n ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; 5),
starting with the real attack G0 and ending in a game G5

where A’s advantage is 0, and for which they bound the dif-
ference in A’s advantage between any two consecutive
games. This yields a bound on A’s advantage in attacking
the original protocol P. Though Tsai et al. incrementally
define a series of games, yet, their security reductions are far
from rigorous and they have placed a substitute by subterfuge!
More specifically, they carried out a security proof for their
three-factor version of the scheme with a security model
which is only suitable for two-factor authentication. Without
an appropriate security model (which is the cornerstone of
a security reduction) employed, the proof is destined to fail.

Tsai et al. divides their security model into five cases (see
[29, Section 3]), yet no case is related to the biometric factor.
As is well known, biometrics (e.g., fingerprint and iris) are
prone to various sophisticated attacks and shall never be
deemed as a secure “black box” that is free from threats
[12], [47], [48]. This means their security model is unfit for
analyzing three-factor (i.e., smart card, password and bio-
metric) schemes, yet Tsai et al. just make an attempt to
accomplish this task, while leaving the two-factor version of
their scheme un-analyzed. The second one of their five cases
is the smart-card-loss case. In this case, A is essentially
equipped with the ability C-1 & C-2ii (see Table 1), i.e., A is
assumed to be able to control the communication channel
and has breached the user’s card. Just under this case, we
have shown their two-factor version cannot achieve truly
two-factor security, which implies, at least, that their three-
factor version cannot achieve truly three-factor security—
Once the smart card factor and the biometric factor are com-
promised, the password factor can be offline guessed. This
indicates neither the two-factor version nor three-factor ver-
sion of their scheme are sound.

4 CRYPTANALYSIS OF LI’S SCHEME

In the above-analyzed scheme, the feature of user un-trace-
ability is achieved by using a public key encryption which
randomizes the user’s real identity in session-variant pseu-
donym identities. In contrast, the scheme discussed in this

section adopts a completely difficult strategy: each party
updates the user’s session-variant pseudonym identity after
having authenticated its counterpart. Though this strategy
can indeed support user un-traceability, as we shall show in
the following, it is highly impractical, for it introduces a
serious vulnerability that greatly downgrades the usability
of the scheme. Moreover, this scheme also fails to provide
truly two-factor security which is the most essential goal a
two-factor shall achieve.

4.1 Review of Li’s Scheme

In 2013, Li [33] proposed two ECC-based two-factor authen-
tication schemes, one with user anonymity and the other
without user anonymity. Here we are only interested in the
one with user anonymity. This scheme consists of four
phases: registration, authentication, password update and
user eviction. For clarity, the intuitive abbreviations are
listed in Table 4 and some additional ones in Table 6.

4.1.1 Registration Phase

The registration phase involves the following operations:

1) User A chooses her identity IDA, password PWA

and rA 2R Z�
n, and computes UA ¼ PWA � rA �G;

2) A ) S : fIDA; UAg.
3) On receiving the registration message, server S

selects a pseudo-identity INDA for A, and creates an
entry (INDA, UA, status-bit) in its database, where
status-bit indicates the status of A. More specifically,
when A has logged-in to S, the status-bit is set to 1,
otherwise it is set to 0.

4) S ) A: A smart card containing parameters
fINDA;G; hð�Þ;EKxð�Þ=DKxð�Þg.

5) Upon receiving the smart card, user A keys rA into
the card, which means the card henceforth stores
fINDA;G; hð�Þ;EKxð�Þ=DKxð�Þ; rAg.

4.1.2 Authentication Phase

When A logins to S, the following steps are involved:

1) A inserts her smart card into the card reader, and
inputs her password PWA.

2) The smart card retrieves rA, generates r0A 2R Z�
n,

computes RA ¼ rA � US ¼ rA � dS �G, WA ¼ rA � rA �
PWA �G, U 0

A ¼ PWA � r0A �G and K ¼ PWA � rA �
Us ¼ ðKx;KyÞ.

3) A ! S : fINDA;EKxðINDA;RA;WA; U
0
AÞg.

4) Upon receiving the login request, S computes the
decryption key Kx by computing K ¼ dS � UA ¼ PWA�

TABLE 6
Additional Notations Used in Li’s Scheme

Symbol Description

IDA identity of user A
PWA password of user A
dS secret key of remote server S
US public key of remote server S, where US ¼ dS �G
Kx secret key whereK ¼ PWA � rA � Us ¼ ðKx;KyÞ
EKxð�Þ=DKxð�Þ symmetric encryption/decryption withKx
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rA � ds �G ¼ ðKx;KyÞ and decrypts EKxðINDA;RA;

WA; U
0
AÞ to reveal fINDA;RA; WA; U

0
Ag. Then S com-

pares decrypted INDA with received INDA and
êðdS � RA;UAÞ with êðWA;USÞ, respectively. If either
is unequal, S rejects. Otherwise, the server will con-
sider A as a legitimate user, which is justified by the
following equalities:

êðdS � RA;UAÞ ¼ êðdS � rA �G; rA � pwA �GÞ
¼ êðG;GÞrA�rA�pwA�dS

êðWA;USÞ ¼ êðrA � rA � pwA �G; dS �GÞ
¼ êðG;GÞrA�rA�pwA�dS:

5) S proceeds to generate a new pseudonym identity
INDA for A, selects rS 2R Z�

n, computes WS ¼ rS�
US ¼ rS � dS �G and the session key sk ¼ rS � dS �WA.

6) S!A :fWA þWS; hðWSkU 0
AkskkIND0

AÞ; EskðIND0
AÞg.

7) A derives WS by subtracting WA from ðWA þWSÞ,
computes sk ¼ rA � rA � PWA �WS , and gets IND0

A by

decrypting EskðIND0
AÞ using sk. A checks whether

the hashed result of fWSkU 0
AkskkIND0

Ag equals the

received HðWSkU 0
AkskkIND0

AÞ. If they are equal, A is
assured that S is authentic and replaces frA; INDAg
with fr0A; IND0

Ag.
8) A ! S : fINDA; hðskkIND0

AÞg.
9) S checks whether the hashed result of fskkIND0

Ag
equals the received hðskkIND0

AÞ. If it holds, S
granted A’s login request and replaces fINDA;UAg
with fIND0

A; U
0
Ag.

4.1.3 Password Change Phase

The password change phase is provided to allow users
to change their passwords freely (but not locally). When
A wants to change her password, she first needs to go
through the above authentication phase to make sure
that the input password is valid and then can change it
to a new one.

4.1.4 User Eviction Phase

In case the period of validity of user A expires, then the user
can be evicted by the remote server S by deleting
ðINDA;UAÞ from its backend database. Thereafter, A can no
longer use INDA and UA to login S.

4.2 Cryptanalysis of Li’s Scheme

In [33], Li demonstrated that Islam-Biswas’s scheme is
vulnerable to several serious attacks such as offline pass-
word guessing and stolen-verifier, and to overcome the
identified weaknesses, a new scheme with user anonym-
ity was further presented. Besides its high efficiency due
to the use of ECC, this scheme is claimed (and heuristi-
cally argued) to provide robust security (i.e., provision
of SR1�SR7) and support five attractive properties (i.e.,
DA1�DA5). Accordingly, it seems very appealing and
shows great application potential. However, after a care-
ful investigation, we find it still far from practical—it
is of poor usability and fails to achieve two-factor

security under their non-tamper resistance assumption
of the smart cards.

4.2.1 Smart Card Loss Attack

Evidently, the most essential goal of a two-factor authentica-
tion scheme is to provide two-factor security, which means
a compromise of either the password factor or the smart
card factor will not lead to the compromise of the system.
As pointed out in [30], [32], to date few schemes have
achieved this “precious” goal. Once more, Li’s attempt [33]
ends in vain, as we will show how an attacker in possession
of a user’s smart card can recover the password with the
help of an automated procedure.

Suppose an adversary A has somehow obtained (stolen
or picked up) user A’s smart card and extracted the secret
information fINDA; rA; USg by using side-channel attacks
[19], [20], [21] herself (or with recourse to professional labs),
and then A returns the breached card back to A without A’s
awareness. Note that these assumptions are quite practical
as discussed in Sections 2.1 and 3.2.1. Once user A uses the
breached smart card to login, the attacker can intercept A’s
login request fINDA;EKxðINDA; RA;WA; U

0
AÞg and then

obtains PWA as follows:

Step 1. Guesses the value of PWA to be PW �
A from the dictio-

nary space Dpw.
Step 2. Computes K� ¼ PW �

A � rA � Us ¼ ðK�
x;K

�
yÞ, where rA; Us

are extracted from A’s smart card.
Step 3. Derives IND�

A by decrypting the previously inter-
cepted EKxðINDA;RA; WA; U

0
AÞ usingK�

x;
Step 4. Verifies the correctness of PW �

A by checking if IND�
A

is equal to the extracted INDA.
Step 5. Repeats Step 1 � 4 of this procedure until the correct

value of PWA is found.
Let jDpwj denote the size of password spaceDpw. The time

complexity of the above attacking procedure is
OðjDpwj � ð2TP þ TSÞÞ, where TP is the running time for
ECC point multiplication and TS the running time for sym-
metric decryption. In other words, the time for A to recover
Ui’s password is linear with jDpwj, and thus our attack is
quite effective. Furthermore, in practice users generally
choose common and relatively weak passwords, and thus

Dpw is very restricted , e.g., jDpwj 	 106 [43]. According to
the operation timings reported in Table 5, A can accomplish
the above procedure in seconds on a common PC.

Our attack implies that once the smart-card factor is com-
promised, the remaining password factor can be offline
guessed by an automated attacking procedure, which is the
so-called offline password guessing attack [32]. Since then,
there is no way to prevent A from impersonating A to
enjoy the system’s services/resources, unless A re-registers
with the server. This suggests that Li’s scheme is essentially
not a truly two-factor scheme and provides no better secu-
rity than the original scheme (i.e., Islam-Bswas’s scheme).

4.2.2 De-Synchronization Attack

To provide user un-traceability, a number of dynamic-ID
based two-factor protocols (e.g., [24], [29], [35]) construct a
new pseudo-identity for the user in each session by using
cryptographic methods (e.g., public encryption algorithm)
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during the login process, while the other dynamic-ID based
authentication protocols (e.g., [11], [22], [49]) adopt a quite
different strategy: a new user pseudo-identity for the next
login request is constructed during the current authentica-
tion process. In the latter strategy, it is evident that the new
user pseudo-identity (which will be used for the next login
request) shall be stored somewhere on the user side, and to
recognize this user in the following protocol run, the sever
also needs to maintain a copy of the user’s new pseudo-
identity after the current protocol run. So the synchroniza-
tion of this new pseudo-identity between the user side and
the server side is crucial for their following successful proto-
col runs. However, there is no easy way to make sure that
this synchronization is well maintained. As we will show
and discuss in the following, a determined attacker can
always somehow break this synchronization and render the
user unable to login ever since, which suggests the infeasibil-
ity of the latter strategy (i.e., by employing a synchroniza-
tion mechanism).

Let us see a concrete example. Suppose user A has per-
formed Step 7 of the authentication phase (see Section 4.1.2)

and sends fINDA; hðskkIND0
AÞg to S as specified, which

means A has replaced frA; INDAg with fr0A; IND0
Ag in her

card memory. Before fINDA; hðskkIND0
AÞg reaches S, A

intercepts this message and alters it to fINDA;Xg, where X
is a randomly selected value. In Step 8 of the authentication

phase, S will find X 6¼ hðskkIND0
AÞ, and surely enough,

will reject A’s login request and refuse to update

fUA; INDAg to fU 0
A; IND0

Ag in its backend database. Conse-
quently, the consistency of the user pseudo-identity
between A and S is broken. Thereafter, A will send IND0

A to
S in her login requests, yet S stores the old INDA and will

always reject A due to the mismatch IND0
A 6¼ INDA.

The above attack, as summarized in Fig. 2, is practically
effective, for the attacker is only required to alter a single
protocol transcript (i.e., the third message from A to S) and
then can completely destroy the “synchronization” between
the user and the server. In other words, there are no other
expensive operations involved such as reverse engineering
and power analysis. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that,
instead of altering this protocol transcript, A might equally
attain her end by simply blocking this protocol transcript.

It also should be noted that, although this vulnerability
appears rather simple, it cannot be well addressed just with
minor revisions. One may think that, if an additional “ack”
message is sent back to user A and only when A has
received this “ack” should she update frA; INDAg to

fr0A; IND0
Ag, then the above presented attack will not work.

Admittedly, this is true, but what will happen if A now sim-
ply alter (or block) this “ack” message? Apparently, in this
case, user A will wait for an “ack” message which never
comes, failing to replace frA; INDAg with fr0A; IND0

Ag. On
the other hand, the server S has already updated

fUA; INDAg to fU 0
A; IND0

Ag before sending this “ack”. Simi-
larly, any attempt to overcome this vulnerability by adding
new protocol flow(s) will be doomed to failure.

Another possible (defensive) solution one may think is
to store both the old and new pseudo-identities on the
smart card and/or the server side, and the old pseudo-
identity is put to use whenever the new one fails to work
(i.e., a de-synchronization has occurred). Regrettably,
such a solution may bring other issues. One prominent
problem is that user un-traceability will be violated once
the adversary blindly blocks a new conversation initiated
by the same user.

Remark 2. We have analyzed more than 120 recently pro-
posed two-factor schemes and more than 50 anonymous
two-factor schemes (some of our recent cryptanalysis
results include [2], [32], [35], [39]), and observed that all
these schemes that employ a similar synchronization
mechanism to that of Li’s scheme [33] to maintain the con-
sistence of user pseudo-identities are subject to de-syn-
chronization problem without no exception. Some other
problematic ones include [11], [22], [49]. The above attack
reveals the unsoundness of these schemes. Unfortunately,
as stated in [50], [51], the widely used formal methods
(e.g., random oracle model, BAN logic) can not capture
such structural mistakes, and assuring soundness of
authentication protocols still remains an open issue.

5 EXPLORATION OF THE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG

EVALUATION CRITERIA

In this section, we first summarize and investigate the avail-
able ways to achieve user anonymity. Then, we explicate
the definitions of some criteria in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s set
[25] to provide a clear basis for investigating their inner rela-
tionships. Further, using these two schemes examined ear-
lier in this paper as case studies and building on the
previous cryptanalysis results [2], [30], [31], [32], [38], [39],
we for the first time show that it is unlikely to construct an
“ideal” dynamic ID-based two-factor authentication scheme
that satisfies all the criteria in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s set
[25], and provide a negative answer to the question raised
by Huang et al. [30]. Lastly, considering the promising
applications of formal methods, we discuss what the role of
“provable security” is in breaking the vicious circle of
“attack-fix-attack-fix”.

5.1 Ways to Achieve User Anonymity

Intuitively, there are two broad approaches to implement
the “dynamic ID technique”: (1) Making use of crypto-
graphic primitives (e.g., symmetric-key operations like that
of [16], [17], CCA-2 public key encryption [52] like that of
[29], [35], ring/group signatures [53], [54] or attribute-based
signatures [55]); and (2) Exploiting some non-cryptographic
mechanisms (e.g., pre-loading a pseudo-IDs pool like that

Fig. 2. De-synchronization attack on Li’s scheme.
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of [56], or synchronization mechanism like that of [11], [33]).
However, it is not difficult to see that, the idea of pre-load-
ing a large pseudo-IDs pool on a resource-limited smart
card is practically infeasible, while most anonymous two-
factor schemes that employ some types of synchronization
mechanism, which has been discussed in Section 4, are
prone to a fatal usability problem.

As non-cryptographic mechanisms do not seem to
work, the cryptographic approach remains the only alter-
native to preserve user anonymity in two-factor authenti-
cation. Since ring/group signatures often need the
support of public key infrastructure (PKI) and their com-
putation overhead grows linearly with the ring/group
size, neither of them could readily be used in two-factor
authentication schemes. Attribute-based signatures are
free from the burden of PKI, yet there are generally a
number of expensive bilinear pairing operations involved,
which may be unsuitable for implementation on low-
power smart cards. What’s more, as pointed out in [13],
how to keep secret the signing key on the user side is a
non-trivial issue when smart cards are assumed that they
can be tampered when lost.

To the best of knowledge, all this for the first time well
explains why most anonymous two-factor schemes [15],
[16], [17], [18], [23], [29], [31], [33], [35] prefer to only employ
some symmetric cryptographic primitives (e.g., hash func-
tions, XOR operations, symmetric encryption) or a few com-
paratively lightweight public-key operations (e.g., modular
exponentiations and elliptic curve point multiplications).
Accordingly, we further classify these anonymous schemes
into two categories: (1) Symmetric-key-based ones; and (2)
Public-key based ones. We say the former kind of schemes
is with the property “DA5-SymmetricKey” and the latter
kind of schemes provides the property “DA5-PublicKey”. In
a recent work [39], we manage to show that these two prop-
erties do have intrinsic (but subtle) relationships with the
security requirement SR6 (i.e., Resistance to smart card loss
attack), which will be elaborated later.

5.2 Further Explications of Some Criteria

A scheme supporting property DA1 requires that there is no
password-related verification data stored on the server,
ensuring that a compromise of the server will not lead to
the disclosure of all the users’ passwords. Since the first
scheme with DA1 was proposed by Yang and Shieh [4] in
1999, DA1 has become one of the most basic design goals of
two-factor schemes [26], [27]. Like the scheme investigated
in Section 3, a number of schemes (e.g., [15], [16], [18], [28])
attempting to achieve DA1 advocate that the server shall
only keep some secret key(s) for verifying the users and
there be no other user-specific data stored on the server. On
the contrary, the other schemes (e.g., the scheme examined
in Section 4 and [17], [22], [35]) with DA1 store some non-
security-critical user-specific information such as fIDi; Tregg
on the server side, where IDi is user’s identity and Treg

user’s registration time. We say the former kind of schemes
provides the property “DA1-Strong” and the latter kind of
schemes supports the property “DA1-Weak”.

In password-based authentication, besides free user
password choice (DA2), it is a universally accepted practice
that users shall regularly change their passwords.

Accordingly, as stated in Section 2.1, the password change
phase has been a basic phase in any two-factor scheme.
Obviously, this phase may either enable a user to locally
change her password or require a user to interact with the
server in order to change her password. As investigated in
Section 3.2.2, a scheme that facilitates the user to locally
change her password but does not support secure password
change is prone to smart card loss attack (i.e., no provision
of SR6), while a scheme that facilitates the user to locally
change her password as well as supporting secure pass-
word change is prone to the same threat. For ease of presen-
tation, we say the former scheme is with attribute “DA2-
Local-Secure”, the latter one with the attribute “DA2-Local-
Insecure”. In addition, for a scheme that does not support
local password change, we say it provides the attribute
“DA2-Interactive”.

5.3 Relationships among the Evaluation Criteria

In this work, we mainly focus on the following three most
basic relationships among the evaluation criteria: symbiotic,
mutually exclusive and implicative, denoted by 1, � and
", respectively. More specifically, DAi and SRj being of a
symbiotic relation (i.e., DAi1SRj) means if either one is
held by the scheme, both will be held; DAi and SRj are
mutually exclusive (i.e., DAi�SRj) if and only if at any time,
at most one of them is held by the scheme; DAi and SRj
being of an implicative relation means that either (1) when-
ever DAi is held by the scheme, SRj is held by the scheme
(i.e., DAi"SRj) or (2) whenever SRj is held by the scheme,
DAi is held by the scheme (i.e., SRj"DAi). Our observations
are summarized in Table 7 and detailed as follows:

1) DA1-Strong�DA9. A scheme that supports the prop-
erty DA1-Strong means there is no user-specific (or card-
specific) information stored on the server. However, even if
the authorized time of a card has expired, how can the
server (e.g., the schemes in [16], [28], [29]) tell apart a valid
card from an expired card? As far as we know, there is no
way for the server S to accomplish this aim. One may think
that, for those expired cards, S adds a piece of valid time
information as well as a digital signature for this data on the
card, then by verifying the signature, S can tell apart valid
cards from expired ones; For those revoked cards, S can
keep a revocation list, as it does in a traditional certificate
authority. However, in this way, it requires S to store a rev-
ocation list, which defeats the purpose of storing no user-
specific data on S (i.e., DA1-Strong).

2) DA1-Strong"SR7. Since there is actually no verifier
stored in the server, of course, stolen-verifier-attack can be
prevented. On the contrary, a scheme free from stolen-veri-
fier-attack may support DA1-Weak but not DA1-Strong.

3) DA1-Weak"SR7. Since there is actually no secu-
rity-critical verifier stored in the server, stolen-verifier-
attack can be eliminated. On the contrary, a scheme free
from stolen-verifier-attack may support DA1-Strong but
not DA1-Weak.

4) DA2-Local-Secure1DA10. A scheme that supports
DA2-Local-Secure means a user can locally and securely
update her password, this implies that there are some pass-

word-related verifiers (e.g., Ai ¼ hðIDikPWiÞPWi mod p in
[28], or fr;N ¼ hðr k xÞ � hðPWiÞ; Y ¼ hðIDikhðrkxÞÞg in
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[34]) stored in the card memory, and these password-
related verifiers can just be used to check whether the user
has accidentally input a wrong password when login.

5) DA2-Local-Secure�SR6. A scheme that supports DA2-
Local-Secure means a user can locally and securely update
her password, this implies that there are some password-

related verifiers (e.g., Ai ¼ hðIDikPWiÞPWimod p in [28], or
fr;N ¼ hðrkxÞ � hðPWiÞ; Y ¼ hðIDikhðrkxÞÞg in [34]) stored
in the card memory, and these password-related verifiers
can just be used to check whether a guessed password is
right or not once an attack has obtained the card and
extracted these password-related verifiers.

6) DA2-Local-Insecure�DA10. This relationship can be
obtained directly from the relationship that DA2-Local-
Secure1 DA10.

7) DA2-Local-Insecure�SR6. A two-factor scheme that
supports DA2-Local-Insecure means a user can locally
change her password while there is no password-related
verifier stored in the card memory. Apparently, this scheme
can not prevent an attacker from easily changing the pass-
word, as shown in Section 3.2.2. On the other hand, a
scheme supports SR6 means an attacker shall not easily
change the password when obtaining the card, indicating
DA2-local-insecure is not supported in the scheme.

8) DA2-Interactive�DA10. A scheme attains the feature
DA2-Interactive (e.g., the schemes in [11], [33]) means that
the user is required to change her password by interacting
with the server. This implies that there is no password-
related verifier stored on the card. Without such data, there
is no information that the card can use to check whether or
not the user has accidently input a wrong password when
login. This indicates that a scheme supporting DA2-Interac-
tive cannot provide DA10, and vice versa.

9) DA5"SR2, SR3, SR5 and SR8. A scheme supporting
mutual authentication (i.e., DA5) means an attacker can not
impersonate either the user or the server. This excludes the

possibility of impersonation attack, parallel session attack,
replay attack and reflection attack. Otherwise, DA5 can not
be assured. On the other hand, neither the achievement of
SR2 (nor, SR3, SR5 SR8) indicates the achievement of
DA5. For example, a two-factor scheme (e.g., [41]) achieves
SR8may still be prone to impersonation attack, invalidating
the criteria DA5 and SR2.

10) DA5-SymmetricKey�DA7, DA8 and SR6. A
scheme that supports DA5-SymmetricKey means mutual
authentication is achieved by only using symmetric-key
techniques. According to [2], [39], under the assumption
C-2 as listed in Table 1, two-factor authentication
schemes that do not employ public-key primitives are
intrinsically unable to provide DA7, DA8 and SR6.

11) DA10�SR6. A scheme that supports DA10 (e.g., [28],
[31]) means the smart card can timely detect whether the
user has accidently input a wrong password when login. To
this end, there should be some password-related verifier(s)
stored on the card. In this case, an attacker can perform
smart card lost attack just by exploiting this data.

12) SR6"DA4. According to the definitions given in [25],
DA4 is entirely incorporated into SR6: both SR6 and DA4
concern the case in which a user has lost her card, yet SR6
requires that A shall not be able to perform impersonation
attack, offline guessing attack or easily change the password
(see Section 3.2.2), while what a scheme supporting DA4 can
only guarantee is that A needs to know the password to
impersonate the user (but A may perform other malicious
operations such as easily changing the password). For
example, the scheme in [16] is a typical one that fails to
achieve both DA4 and SR6, while the schemes in [17], [18],
[23] achieve DA4 but fail to provide SR6.

From Table 7, one can see that there is always a mutually
exclusive relationship (denoted by �) among “DA2-*” and
some other criteria. More specifically, both DA2-Local-
Secure and DA2-Local-Insecure are mutually exclusive

TABLE 7
Relationships among the Criteria in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s Set
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with SR6, while DA2-Interactive is mutually exclusive with
DA10. This means no matter how the user changes her pass-
word (i.e., locally or interactively), either SR6 or DA10 defi-
nitely can not be achieved, which indicates it is unlikely to
construct an “ideal” scheme that satisfies all the criteria in
Madhusudhan-Mittal’s evaluation set [25]. In particular, the
relationships among DA2-Local-Secure, DA2-Local-Inse-
cure and SR6 suggest a negative answer to the question left
by Huang et al. [30]—“whether or not there exist secure
smart-card-based password authentication protocols that
the password-changing phase does not need any interaction
with the server”?

5.4 The Role of “Provable Security”

For several decades, protocol designers worked by trials
and errors. A protocol was proposed, and then the com-
munity tried to break and fix it. It turned out that many
protocols were compromised a number of years after they
were first suggested. This unsatisfactory situation was not
ameliorated until the early 1980s by the seminal work of
Goldwasser and Micali [57], followed by a series of influ-
ential works [5], [36]. These works suggest that security
could be “proved” under well known complexity-theo-
retic assumptions (e.g., the intractability of CDH prob-
lem), and the methodology they identified is thereafter
called “provable security”. This methodology has been
proved especially useful in eliminating redundancies in
the list of attacks on a protocol. For example, most of the
attacking-oriented goals listed in Table 2 may be reduced
to only two formal ones, namely, semantic security and
mutual authentication [35]. Furthermore, security goals
defined in a formal model are more precise in capturing
the security provisions offered by a protocol than that of
a heuristic model. Consequently, provable security has
become an indispensable tool in analyzing and evaluating
new cryptographic protocols.

However, provable security has its limitations. Gener-
ally, the process of providing “provable security” for a pro-
tocol entails five stages: (1) Definition of adversarial model;
(2) Statement of security goals; (3) Specification of crypto-
graphic assumptions; (4) Description of protocol; and (5)
Reductionist proof. It follows that any provably secure pro-
tocol meets its goals within some security model under
some cryptographic assumption(s), rather than the mere
claim that such-and-such a protocol achieves provable
security. Past research over the last thirty decades has told
us that, a security proof is highly prone to be fallacious
due to the adoption of an insufficient security model which
fails to capture all the realistic capabilities of the adversary
or due to a flawed/non-tight security reduction, and “the
field of provable security is as much an art as a science”
[58], [59]. Our past experience of cryptanalysis of two-fac-
tor schemes over the last two decades has revealed that,
most of the two-factor schemes (e.g., the ones in [22], [24],
[34], [41]) that are equipped with a formal proof have been
found severely problematic shortly after they were pre-
sented. Our “smart card loss attack I” (see Section 3.2.1) on
Tsai et al.’s protocol perfectly demonstrates that, having a
formal (but insufficient) security model and designing a
“proven secure” protocol in that model are no panacea
for assuring actual security. While formal methods are

often misused and reductionist security proofs are usually
very intricate, turgid and prone to errors, particular care
shall be given when conducting security proofs for com-
plex cryptographic cryptosystems like two-factor schemes.

It is also worth noting that, many attacking scenarios
are difficult to be captured in a formal adversarial model.
For example, the “smart card loss attack II” (see Section
3.2.2) on Tsai et al.’s protocol and the “de-synchronization
attack” (see Section 4.2.2) on Li’s protocol, as far as we
know, cannot be captured in any existing model. While
these practical attacks cannot be modelled in current
models, it is crucial that protocol designers are fully
aware of such damaging threats. What’s more, as shown
in [51], [60], even if the security model employed is the
right one at the present, the correctness of a security
proof largely depends on the prover’s attacking experi-
ence. Last but not the least, even if the security model is
accurate and the security proof is correct, the features
(functionalities) of a protocol can hardly be analyzed or
assured by the methodology of provable security. All this
highlights the critical role that old-fashioned cryptanaly-
sis continues to play in establishing confidence in the
security and versatility of a cryptographic protocol, sug-
gesting the importance and necessity of this work.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the question of
whether is it possible to build an “ideal” anonymous two-
factor authentication scheme that satisfies all the criteria
listed in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s evaluation set? By crypt-
analyzing two foremost anonymous two-factor schemes
as case studies, we uncover several subtleties and chal-
lenges in designing this type of schemes, and explore the
relationships among the criteria. Our results highly indi-
cate a negative answer to the examined question. Most
essentially, we find that, a scheme supporting local user
password change is unlikely to achieve “SR6: resistance
to smart card loss attack”, while a scheme not supporting
local user password change is unlikely to provide the
property of “DA10: timely typo detection”. This presents
an unavoidable usability-security tradeoff, thereby also
suggesting a negative answer to the open question raised
by Huang et al. [30].

We believe this work provides a better understanding of
the underlying evaluation metric for anonymous two-factor
schemes, which is of fundamental importance for security
engineers to make their choices correctly and for protocol
designers to develop practical schemes with better usabil-
ity-security tradeoffs. We leave for future work the question
of evaluating practical effectiveness of the proposed “fuzzy-
verifiers” by using recently disclosed large-scale real-life
password data-sets like the 50 million “Evernote” dataset
and the 6.4 million “LinkedIn” dataset.
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